Seminar No. 296
MV3000 Variable Speed Drive - Command & maintenance

Course Description:
During the general presentation of MV3000 the attendees will learn about the range of power, configuration, main components, and options. Concerning the commissioning part, the trainees will learn the method of commissioning, parameterization using the keypad, parameterization using DRIVE COACH, faults and alarms as well as trouble shooting. Remote control using a fieldbus will be also a topic.

This training consists of 40% practical exercises in which parameterization of the MV3000 variable speed drive and the configuration of the customer site MV3000 installation will be done.

Learning Outcomes:
• Be able to commission and start the drive
• Identify and analyze the troubles, and fix them

Prerequisites:
None

Participants:
Engineers/technicians from maintenance or commissioning departments

Duration:
3 days